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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The 2020 Governance Outlook: Projections on Emerging Board Matters is designed 
to give corporate directors and senior executives a comprehensive overview of 
major business and governance issues likely to demand board focus over the 
coming year. The report begins with an introduction from NACD, highlighting 
survey findings about leading board priorities for 2020, and follows with eight 
partner contributions that provide distinct insights and projections on the  
following themes: preparing for the next recession, strategic business risks, 
regulatory changes, legal risks, board composition, the digital frontier, ESG and 
engagement, and water scarcity risk.

Each partner contribution provides (1) an overview of key trends in a partic-
ular area of governance, (2) an outlook for how those trends will play out in 
2019, and (3) relevant implications and questions for boards to consider. The 
2020 Governance Outlook: Projections on Emerging Board Matters is designed as 
a collection of observations to help corporate boards prioritize their focus in 
2020 and increase their awareness of emerging issues, through both detailed 
topical analysis and coverage of broader governance implications.
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The Tech-Savvy Necessity: 
Preparing the Board to Go Beyond the Digital Frontier
By Bill Briggs, Scott Buchholz, Tonie Leatherberry, and Debbie McCormack, Deloitte

Technology governance and oversight in the boardroom, in recent years, 
has largely reinforced the necessity to defensively protect and preserve an 
organization and its assets. Increasingly, boards are shifting the tech focus 
to understand how technology can also be leveraged offensively to create 
and enable new opportunities, business models, and revenue sources.1 As a 
result, many board members are seeking to understand the business impact 
of emerging technology trends to better exercise oversight without stepping 
into management’s role—in other words, keeping their “fingers in and 
noses out.” 

The tenth annual Deloitte report, Tech Trends 2019: Beyond the digital 
frontier, may increase board members’ understanding of several emerging 
trends that will likely offer their executive teams new avenues for driving 
strategy, enhancing performance, and mitigating risk. Five of these trends 
are spotlighted here to provide insight into how technology can function 
as a catalyst to business strategy and profoundly impact how the board 
drives governance and oversight efforts. 

1. Macrotechnology Forces at Work
Digital experience, analytics, and cloud have driven incredible change 
over the last decade, while three new macrotechnology forces are poised 
to generate similar transformations over the next decade: digital reality, 
cognitive technologies, and blockchain. 

To harness the power of these forces, leading organizations have been, 
and still are, taking the following foundational steps, which have proven 
essential in pursuing digital transformation:

	z modernizing core systems to facilitate innovation and growth

	z elevating cyber risk and the broader risk domain from a compli-
ance-based activity to an embedded, strategic function

	z reengineering the technology function to deliver against the promise 
of existing and emerging technologies

As macroforces combine and collide, they are moving businesses 
toward opportunities both known and unknown. As such, they will dom-
inate enterprise IT, business, and sector-specific markets to an even 
greater extent together than they have individually. As business strategy 
and technology become increasingly interdependent, boards need to validate 
that management has technology priorities and plans that are integral 
to their business strategies; future-forward; spanning short-, mid-, and 
long-range horizons; and in the best interest of stakeholders. 

1. Tonie Leatherberry, Debbie McCormack, Khalid Kark, and Robert Lamm, The 
Tech-Savvy Board: Engaging with CIOs and management on strategy, risk and 
performance, Deloitte Insights, May 15, 2019. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/5194_the-tech-savvy-board/DI_Technology-and-the-boardroom.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/5194_the-tech-savvy-board/DI_Technology-and-the-boardroom.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/5194_the-tech-savvy-board/DI_Technology-and-the-boardroom.pdf
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2. AI-Fueled Organizations
Artificial intelligence (AI) is transitioning from an option to a business 
necessity. In the coming year, many companies will likely continue their 
march toward embedding AI (e.g., machine learning, natural-language 
processing, etc.) into nearly every facet of their business operations. 
Indeed, in two consecutive Deloitte global surveys (2016–17 and 2018), 
cognitive technologies/AI have topped the list of emerging technologies in 
which chief information officers (CIOs) plan to invest.2 

This movement is part of a growing trend in which companies transform 
themselves into AI-fueled organizations, and using AI becomes an integral 
component of corporate strategy.

2. Nitin Mittal et al., “AI-fueled organizations,” Tech Trends 2019: Beyond the digital 
frontier, Deloitte Insights, January 15, 2019, p. 21.

The three dimensions of technology-board engagement

PERFORMANCE
Financial performance. Impact of 
technology investments on financial 
measures such as earnings per share, 
profitability, margins, and revenue.

Business operations. The role of 
technology in transformation,  
automation, and enhancement of  
current business operations.

Talent. Attracting, curating, and engaging 
talent from inside and outside the 
organization to deliver tech-enabled 
business capabilities. 

STRATEGY
Growth and innovation. Technology 
capabilities (digital) to deliver business 
growth.

Data and insights. Using data for  
better business decisions and ability to 
monetize it.

Customer experience. Enabling better 
customer experience and engagement. 

Ecosystem engagement. Leveraging 
ecosystems to deliver higher business 
value. 

RISK
Cyber risk. Clarity on risk appetite; protection and preservation of information 
assets; capability to respond to threats and incidents; and resilience.

Regulatory matters. Use of technology to stay ahead of regulations and 
compliance and implications of current and future regulations on data and 
information.

Industry disruption. Technologies, platforms, and strategies disrupting 
existing businesses and industries. 

Source: Deloitte US CIO Program.

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/Tech-Trends-2019/DI_TechTrends2019.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/Tech-Trends-2019/DI_TechTrends2019.pdf
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Early movers are identifying how to use AI to augment their workforces 
and refocus employees on value-added activities. Many are discovering 
that realizing value from AI requires a perceptual shift. Business leaders 
need to understand “the art of the possible” with AI; otherwise, they risk 
misapplying the technology or overlooking opportunities altogether. 

Board members can benefit from greater exploration of AI concepts 
to better understand how to anticipate and mitigate the associated risks. 
Potentially, this exploration could be provided by their management 
teams as well as external advisors.

3. Intelligent Interfaces
Technology is becoming increasingly pervasive, omnipresent, and 
accessible. In our homes, this frequently translates into talking to a 
smart device, and having it talk back. Such intelligent interfaces combine 
the latest in human-centered design techniques with leading-edge 
technologies such as machine learning, robotics, the Internet of Things 
(IoT), wearables, advanced augmented reality, and virtual reality. 

Working in concert, these technologies can transform how humans, 
machines, and data interact. In a business context, they are proliferating 
in product innovation, customer-facing service, go-to-market strategies, 
and business operations in warehouses, customer service, and, notably, 
field operations, where workers can speak orders in real time rather than 
typing them into a computer. 

Intelligent interfaces offer businesses opportunities in several areas, 
including tracking customers’ offline habits, micro-personalization of 
products and services, and better operational efficiency and personal 
productivity. Intelligent interfaces are largely thought to be the next great 
technology transformation. Intelligent interfaces, however, come with 
significant caveats that parallel their profound potential. Any initiative to 
deploy intelligent interfaces also requires investment in the supporting 
infrastructure and data-management capabilities needed to bring them to 
life. In addition, boards should ask management to address the heightened 
security and ethical risks associated with collecting biometric and other 
types of intensely personal data. For instance, organizations, or even 
nation states, could conceivably target, manipulate, and discriminate 
against populations based on biometric data collected, such as finger-
prints and facial-recognition scans, or health information, like blood 
glucose levels for diabetes. 

4. Beyond Marketing: Experience Reimagined
With its emphasis on the human experience, beyond marketing is 
primarily a B2C marketing practice that encompasses new approaches 
to data gathering, “decisioning” (the automated determination of how 
and when to provide an experience), and delivery (the distribution of 
dynamic content consistently across channels). It marks a departure from 
traditional marketing practices, which sought to bend consumer will in 

Boards should 
ask management 
to address the 
heightened security 
and ethical risks 
associated with 
collecting biometric 
and other types of 
intensely personal 
data. 
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ways that advanced the company’s strategy. Going forward, companies 
will likely encounter the reverse—a world in which they must adapt their 
marketing objectives and methods of engagement to meet individualized 
customer expectations. 

Consumers tend to judge all their brand experiences against their 
best experience, raising the bar over time. Hyper-personalized customer 
experiences may become the new standard. By the same token, delivering 
highly curated experiences creates risks concerning fraud, cyber threats, 
and data security, along with additional regulatory and compliance 
demands for protecting customer data. Accordingly, boards should ask the 
executive team how it is managing and mitigating risks associated with 
technology infrastructure required to deliver customer experience and 
growth.

5. Connectivity of Tomorrow
Despite its mission-critical nature, networking has traditionally lacked 
the “wow factor” ascribed to other high-profile, disruptive technologies. 
With the emergence of 5G (the fifth generation of cellular wireless 
technology), edge computing, and new technologies for making internal 
networks faster and more secure, networking has been thrust into the 
spotlight as potentially being the catalyst for the biggest transition since 
the advent of smart phones. Proliferating mobile devices, sensors, 
serverless computing, increasingly expanding volumes of shared data, 
and automation all require advanced connectivity and differentiated 
networking. In particular, 5G represents a sweeping change which 
features 

	z greater speed; 

	z lower latency, the lag time between pinging the network and getting 
a response; and

	z vast capacity, the ability to connect massive numbers of sensors and 
smart devices within a network.3 

The improvements offered by 5G could make some of the hottest 
emerging technologies practical at scale, such as autonomous vehicles, 
virtual reality, cargo and passenger drones, and advanced robotics. Just as 
we largely didn’t foresee having ride-sharing apps on our smart phones or 
the ability to exchange money without a wallet, the next stage of networking 
will likely usher in new business opportunities that can’t presently be 
imagined. To get a head start on overseeing the various connected networks 
that will be possible moving forward, board members will want their 
management teams to build security controls that are ubiquitous—being 
embedded, inspected, and enforced at the data, device, and user-identity 
levels.

The improvements 
offered by 5G could 
make some of the 
hottest emerging 
technologies practical 
at scale, such as 
autonomous vehicles, 
virtual reality, cargo 
and passenger 
drones, and advanced 
robotics. 

3. Patrick Nelson, “Private 5G networks are coming,” Network World, November 7, 2018.

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3319176/private-5g-networks-are-coming.html
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Board implications
The common thread running across all of these trends is the fusion of 
business and technology strategies: business strategy is now technology 
strategy. Boards should understand both the broad set of risks that 
technology creates and its potential business benefits—particularly, how 
it can advance or disrupt strategy and improve or impede performance. 
Simply put, being tech-savvy has become an essential capability for 
today’s board member. 

Below are some tips for becoming a tech-savvy board member:
	z Put offensive applications of technology on the board agenda. 
Today, many boards tend to focus more on the defensive implications 
of technology, such as cyber risk, resiliency, and disaster recovery. 
Boards have an obligation to guide the company toward growth and 
innovation, as well as a duty to protect it from threats. Conversations 
on how to use technology offensively need to be on the board agenda. 
As digitization continues to expand, technology is increasingly 
becoming the path to growth for enterprises. Board agenda items 
that cover growth and performance should consider how and what 
technology will be leveraged to exploit these objectives. It is critical 
that board members be cognizant of how technology can be integrated 
into board oversight discussions on strategy, performance, talent, 
and the future of work.4 

	z Bring on members with appropriate technology competencies. A 
Deloitte study found that high-performing S&P 500 companies were 
more likely (31%) to have a tech-savvy board director than other 
companies (17%).5 Though adding a tech-savvy member may seem 
like a simple solution, it’s not always possible to do this quickly. Nor 
is it wise to become overly reliant on a single member or advisor, or 
to add a director whose competencies don’t extend to areas other 
than technology. Instead, boards should consider the need for 
technology skills as part of their board composition and refreshment 
activities, making technology acumen a part of the selection criteria, 
in addition to other skills and experiences needed to support the 
business’s strategy. Meanwhile, board members should consider 
board education in key technology areas that are relevant to the 
company’s strategy.

	z Engage with technology leaders early and often. Particularly when 
tied to business strategy and outcomes, ongoing technology con-
versations between board members and technology leaders can help 
break through barriers, while helping board members raise their 
awareness and knowledge of the technology being used or being 

Boards should 
understand both the 
broad set of risks 
that technology 
creates and its 
potential business 
benefits—particularly, 
how it can advance or 
disrupt strategy and 
improve or impede 
performance. 

4. Framing the future of corporate governance: Deloitte Governance Framework.
5. Khalid Kark, Jason Lewris, and Caroline Brown, Bridging the boardroom’s 
technology gap, Deloitte Insights, June 29, 2017. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/risk/articles/framing-the-future-of-corporate-governance-deloitte-governance-framework.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cio-insider-business-insights/bridging-boardroom-technology-gap.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cio-insider-business-insights/bridging-boardroom-technology-gap.html
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planned within the company. These interactions may take the form 
of board presentations by technology leaders; deep-dive sessions 
with the CIO, Chief Digital Officer (CDO), Chief Information Security 
Officer (CISO), or other technology leaders in between board meetings; 
or external education sessions outside of the board meetings. 

Boards might also consider leveraging committees and subcom-
mittees to monitor technology issues. This may involve forming a 
specific, board-level technology committee or assigning specific 
technology topics to an existing committee, such as the audit or risk 
committee. 

No matter where the committee-level technology conversation takes 
place, it is important to balance opportunity- and growth-related 
technology discussions (which are offensive) with those about risk 
and resiliency (which are defensive). It is also important to remember 
that the overall responsibility for technology oversight remains with 
the full board.

	z Leverage IT investment to grow operational efficiencies. Only a few 
years ago, it wasn’t unusual for ongoing operations to consume more 
than 70 percent of the IT budget.6 Cheaper storage and processing 
costs, cloud platforms, technology modernization, and automation 
in IT have helped drive down ongoing operating costs to about 50 
percent today in leading organizations, with those organizations’ 
CIOs expecting them to continue to drop to about 40 percent over the 
next three years.7 In an era of largely flat budgets, the fact that some 
organizations have been able to shift 20 percent of their IT spend 
from keeping the lights on to enhancing and growing the business 
represents significant change. These findings from the 2018 Deloitte 
global CIO Survey underscore the vanishing line between business 
strategy and technology strategy, and give the board an opportunity 
to have a robust discussion with management about how to leverage 
IT investments to grow the business. 

	z Support appropriate experimentation. Technology experimentation 
is essential for unearthing new opportunities to drive strategy, 
enhance performance, and mitigate risk. However, when exploring 
the boundaries of what’s possible through technology, it may not be 
feasible to approach capital planning with the precision that is 
traditionally demanded, since the likelihood of success cannot be 
predicted precisely and the outcomes of new digital efforts are 
largely unknowable. Boards should work with management to create 

6. Bill Briggs et al., Follow the money: 2018 global CIO survey, Chapter 3, Deloitte 
Insights, August 8, 2018. 
7. Ibid.

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/leadership/global-cio-survey-2018/IT-operating-models.html
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decision-making frameworks that accommodate the abstract nature 
of the digital frontier so that the organization can support technol-
ogy experimentation in a structured, financially responsible manner.

Conclusion
Board members are expected to understand technology well enough to 
credibly monitor and oversee the execution of management’s strategic 
objectives. As macrotechnology forces collide and companies push beyond 
the digital frontier, curiosity about tech advances alone will no longer be 
sufficient, and directors may need to go the extra mile in becoming tech-
savvy. In addition to educating themselves about existing technologies, 
they will likely need to develop intellectual agility, i.e., the ability to 
interpret and apply emerging technologies not only defensively to solve 
complex business problems and mitigate risks, but also offensively 
to monitor and oversee strategy and enhance business performance. 
Building intellectual agility around the application of technology will 
require greater engagement with CIOs, CISOs, and other technology 
leaders—along with a shift in mind-set to see technology strategy and 
business strategy as one and the same.

	z Does the board have sufficient depth and breadth 
of technology understanding for the current  
environment? What can we do to increase the 
tech-savviness of the current board?
	z Is the board considering technology as a core part 
of company strategy at a regular cadence? 
	z Do conversations about the current and future use 
of technology cover an appropriate mix of  
offensive/defensive or agility/resilience angles? 
	z What disruptions in the marketplace could impact 
the business?
	z How does the work of the committees with respect 
to technology considerations relate to and differ 
from the work of the full board?

	z How does the board explore technology’s impact on 
growth and performance?
	z What strategies does the board have to boost effec-
tive interaction between management and board 
members with respect to technology issues and 
decisions?
	z What kind of relationship does the board wish to 
have with IT leadership? How does it want to over-
see technology leadership, talent, and succession?

QUESTIONS FOR DIRECTORS TO ASK
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Glossary8 
	z Internet of Things (IoT) — The 
ability of consumer and industrial 
products to send and receive data 
via the Internet. 
	z Wearables — Technology devices 
that can be worn as accessories, 
embedded in clothing, or implanted 
in the body—often capable of 
sending and receiving data via the 
Internet. 
	z Networking — Linking multiple 
computing devices so they can 
exchange data; also refers to the 
process of building and maintain-
ing computer networks, including 
hardware, software, protocols, and 
wired and wireless technology.
	z Edge computing — Enabling 
low-latency connectivity by using 
a “mini cloud” to process data as 
close as possible to a device. 

8. Definitions derived from Tech Trends 
2019: Beyond the Digital Frontier. 
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